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Everyone in life is unique, and we believe that a picture 
crib should reflect the individual qualities of the departed. 
We offer a fully personalised service that lets you create a 
one off piece of art that celebrates the life of your loved one.

Personalised Design Service

Whether you have specific 

images or have seen something 

you would like to incorporate, 

our dedicated design team are 

on hand to assist you in creating 

a design that is truly personal. 

Throughout this brochure you 

will find themed examples that 

you can choose, personalise or 

just use for inspiration. There is 

nothing to limit you other than 

your own imagination. 

Every one of our picture cribs 

is FSC certified and completely 

bio degradable. We do not use 

any vinyl or ‘wrap’ in creating 

the image, so you can be rest 

assured that your choice of 

coffin will not have any negative 

impact on the environment.

You can find more information 

and creative ideas online at...

www.picturecoffins.co.uk

Your crib 

and the 

environment 

Our classic style, picture cribs 

are individually crafted in our 

award  winning factory, using 

FSC certified Ecologique board 

with no added formaldehyde.

Our manufacturing techniques 

ensure that our coffins are truly 

eco friendly and are suitable for 

Cremation and Burial (including 

woodland burial).

The imagery is printed using 

water based inks on FSC certified 

paper, laminated onto the crib 

using a water-based glue. 

The cribs come with a natural 

biodegradable cotton lining 

and are supplied with either 

a traditional nameplate, or 

the details of the departed 

incorporated into the design.



A picture 
tells a thousand 
words

Every image tells a story, 

so it is not surprising that 

more and more people are 

opting for a Reflections® 

picture crib when making 

funeral arrangements. 

Whether you choose an 

illustration or a treasured 

photograph, be assured that 

our creative design service 

will guarantee a crib of the 

highest quality.

Country Farm

Product Code RC-C03
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Noah’s Ark

Product Code RC-N07
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Hey Diddle Diddle

Product Code RC-H09

Nursery 
Rhymes & 
Bedtime Stories

Children’s rhymes and stories 

can be a great starting point to 

gather inspiration. Perhaps it 

was something you both enjoyed 

reading together or it contains a 

message that you would like to 

convey to others. Be it a religious 

parable, a fairy tale or a nursery 

rhyme, the imagery within can 

produce a beautiful crib that 

holds a special meaning for you 

or your loved one. 

The Owl and the Pussycat

Product Code RC-P10
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Ballerina

Product Code RC-B04

Wand Fairies

Product Code RC-W05

Cartoon 
Creatures &
Characters

Many youngsters have a special 

fondness for a specific animal, 

creature or character. These can 

be easily adapted to form the 

basis for a personalised crib. Be 

it a fairy princess, a ballerina, a 

spaceman or a lion or tiger, our 

designers  can re create these 

characters in any style of your 

choosing: perhaps a cartoon, 

an illustration or maybe a photo 

realistic image.

Sleepy Heads

Product Code RC-S08
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Floral Rag Doll

Product Code RC-F06

Cherished

Toys
A favourite toy or treasured 

possession can be another place 

to take inspiration. An image 

of a particular doll or teddy 

bear which was cherished by 

your loved one can become a 

special point of focus within 

any design. As well as specific 

toy, there maybe a particular 

game that you shared together 

that you would like to see 

incorporated into the crib. 

Teddy Bears

Product Code RC-T01

Locomotion 

Product Code RC-L02
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Little Angels

Product Code RC-A11

Additional 
ways to      
personalise 

Many people like to include 

poetry, song lyrics or their own 

writing as part of the crib design; 

giving a more personal touch. 

This can be extended to include 

treasured photographs that 

celebrate the life of your loved 

one. The text and images can be 

overlaid or combined into any 

design and can give an additional 

level of meaning to your personalised 

picture crib.

In addition to the Reflections® cribs, we offer a further selection of 

caskets, coffins and cribs manufactured in FSC certified veneered 

chipboard, with moulds or coverings to the base and lid. 

All are painted in one of four colours (white, yellow, pink and blue) 

and can be either fitted or unfitted. Please speak with your Funeral 

Director for more details.

Caskets, 
Coffins 
& Cribs

Infant Coffin

Product Code CCO-01F

Illustrated in Pink

Please add letter to the end of 

product code to denote colour.

Infant Crib

Product Code CCR-01F 

Illustrated in Blue 

Infant Casket

Product Code CCA-01F 

Illustrated in White

PW BY
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The Hainsworth Junior Woollen 

Casket Range are carefully hand 

stitched in Yorkshire using pure 

new British Wool, supported on a 

strong recycled cardboard frame. 

The warm and tactile wool outer 

combined with the soft and 

padded interior gives an overall 

feeling of comfort evocative of 

a Moses basket. The caskets are 

completed with a personalized 

embroidered name plate.

Junior Woollen Caskets

Best Green Companies is a partnership between The Sunday Times, leading market-research group Munro Global 

and environmental consultancy Bureau Veritas. The aim of the Best Green Companies venture is to become the 

benchmark for environmental excellence against which companies are able to measure their own performance 

year-on-year and to compare with other businesses operating at a similar level of environmental impact.

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is a non profit, nongovernmental organisation based in Germany. The 

mission of the FSC is to support, socially, beneficial and economically viable management of the world’s forest. 

FSC develops supports and promotes international national and regional standards in line with its mission: 

evaluates, accredits and monitors certification bodies which verify the use of FSC standards and provides 

training and information. For further information visit www.fsc.org

THE SUNDAY TIMES

 BEST GREEN
COMPANIES

The Carbon Trust is a not-for-profit company with the mission to accelerate the move to a low carbon economy. 

The Carbon Trust provides business and the public sector with expert advice, finance and accreditation and 

stimulates demand for low carbon products and services. For further information visit www.carbontrust.co.uk
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